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Revealing the Past--A review of "Archaeoastronomy"
by Jeffrey Hunt
Waubonsie Valley High School Planetarium
2590 Route 34
Aurora, Illinois 60505
Interested in ancient megaliths, stone rings, or other facets of
ancient astronomy?
If so, then "Archaeoastronomy--The Bulletin of the
Center for Archaeoastronomy" is up your alley.
Like most everyone else in the planetarium community, I received a
complimentary copy last spring.
I was impressed with the publication and
decided to subscribe ($12 per year/$18 for institutions).
The printed quality of the periodical is excellent, at least a step
above our own IPS journal.
(Our IPS officers should take note.)
The magazine's impact is strengthened by the fact that such familiar
names as Von Del Chamberlain, Gerald Hawkins and Ed Krupp serve as consulting editors.
Each issue contains one lead article with three or four other features,
an editorial, book reviews, letters, and reviews of current literature.
Recent issues have carried such articles as:
"The Discovery of a
New Stone at Stonehenge, '''1'he Solar Observatory at Xochicalco and the
Mayan Farmer'~; A lmanac",
Arch,\('Oa8 t ronomy Sympos i nm a t Ox ford", and
"As tronomical Al i qnmen ts a t the I"or t Smi th Med ic ine Whee]."
II

Last summer's issue contained several reviews of new books which debunk
astrology.
Reviews like these serve as aids to the planetarian who-from
time to time-needs new ammunition or a new outlook on certain questions.
Detailed references are supplied at the end of each issue for all of
the articles in that particular edition. This could prove to be helpful
when looking through back issues for a certain title or author.
Archaeoas tronomy" has its lighter side. One tongue-in-cheek letter
from a 1981 issue describes the "ritual fields of the concrete-strip people."
A futuristic look at how an archaeoastronomer might perceive our baseball
stadiums and how a majority of the diamonds are aligned so that they generally point toward the rising azimuth of the Crab Nebula.
II

While I'm only a recent subscriber to "Archaeoastronomy", the magazine
serves as a refreshing break from trying to keep abreast of the latest developments of modern astronomy.
It will also serve as a guide to help me
learn more of archaeoastronomy
one of my interests.
by ('.Irl WenninlJ,

ISLJ PIn.

Now that Lumiline lamps are no Jonqer available in any color but plain
white, I would like to draw everyone's attention to the fact that an extended service period can be obtained from Lumilines by following these two
suggestions:
As a guideline, never
exceed 85% full illumination. Using this technique I have had to replace
only 2 or 3 straw colored lamps in the past two years. With my blue lamps
I never exceed 50% illumination.
I haven't had to replace a single one of
these in the past two years as a result. A second guideline for extended
bulb life is,
When a lamp does "burn out"
check to see if it can be restored to life. Tap the bulb several times and
watch it blink back on.
I've lost se~eral bulbs in the past but have resurected them with this process.
They work well with no further problems.
With the expense, and now scarcity of the Lumiline, we've got to do all we
can to save those we have before turning to more expensive alternatives.
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******
Two positions are available at the Roberson Center Binghamton, NY
astronomy educators.
The museum has an active A3P
ium and
observatory_ See the February issue of Sky & Telescope, page 188, for details.

*************
The Pink Palace Planetarium of Memphis. Tennessee announces the availability of the position of Technical Director.
The Plane
has a
Minolta Series IV projector, under a 50 foot dome,
and a full
complement of
projectors. A full schedule of
and school
programs is given during the year, as well as a continuous light show on
weekends.
DESCRIPTION OF POSITION:
The Technical Director will work directly with the
Planetarium Director in planning and executing Planetarium shows for school
and public audiences.
The Technical Director will be responsible for designing and building
effects, for directing the efforts of technicians, and constructing special effects projectors.
Technical Director
will also be responsible for the maintenance of the Minolta Series IV projector, and all electronic, optical, and mechanical equipment used in the
Planetarium.
Direct all inquirief) or resumes to:
Ray Shubinski, Planetarium
Director, Memphis Pink Palace Museum, 30'.:;0 central Avenue, Memphis TN 38111,
Telephone:
(901) 454-5609.

************
computer generated mailing labels have been prepared by Carl Wenning for
all planetariums in the GLPA region.
It is hoped that this mailing list of
some 200 planetariums will be used to announce meetings and; at the same
time, recruit more members of the region into GLPA.
labels will be
available by state or as a whole to the membership at
t.
For detail$
contact: Carl Wenning, ISU Planetarium, Illinois State University, Normal,
II. 61761.
The computer generated labels used to mail the Newsletter have been
made by Don Tuttle in Elgin. Unlike the list mentioned above by Carl WenningDon's list is made for the mailing list only_

****************
Two of our people will be taking the big step this spring.
Carl
Wenning, ISU, Normal Ill., will be married in May and Nancy Topolewski,
Elgin, Ill., in March.
Congratulations to them both!!

****************
Spitz Space Systems would like to inform everyone that Lumiline lamps
are no longer manufactured in any other color but white.
Not to worry!
Spitz has developed sleeves which "closely match the average color" of
their present ]amps.
According to Spitz, "these
were designed to
be used with a foam spacer to avoid lamp damange."
Interested? Contact
Spitz via P. O. Box 19B, Chadch; Ford, Pl\ 19317

***************
Mark Pc'l('rsen 0 f Loch N('s~; I' u)duc t ions announces lha t three new productions are now available.
These include:
"Double
ipse"--the second
GEODESIUM album, Show Track #2--"Saturn: Before V,oyager ... and After", and
Music Back-pack #7 __ " Indian Sky Legends".
For more information contact:
Lock Ness Productions, P. O. Box 3023, Boulder, Colorado 80307.
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MICROCOMPUTING
is quite a
of ways to calculate the altitudes and
azimuths of celestial
One way is a function of the sun's position
below the horizon. Another is a function solely of sidereal time. Yet a
third is a function of civil time.
I recently developed
program based on
this third method. All this program requires is the observer's location
and time of observation. The program then calculates the positions of all
bright solar system objects including right ascension. declination, altitude,
azimuth, and distance. What follows is a brief description of the program
minus the calculation of right ascensions, declinations, and distances.
(These may serve as the basis of another MICROCOMPUTING column; but due to
the length and complexity of these calculations. they have been omitted.)
Calculating altitudes and azimuths as a function of civil time is
accomplished in three basic steps: 1) calculate Julian date~ 2) calculate
local sidereal time; 3) determine altitude and azimuth.
First determine universal time and date of the observations. Let UT
be the civil standard time plus zone difference (eastern, add five hours;
central, add six hours; etc)
If the civil time (expressed in 24-hour mode)
plus zone difference exceeds 24 hours, then the event takes place in UT one
day later than your calendar date. Otherwise the event occurs on the same
date. Use this value of date to determine the appropriate Julian Day
Number. Let D equal day, M equal month, and Y equal year. The Julian Day
is then given by the following equation:
JD=367*Y-INT(7*(Y+INT«M+9)/12»/4)
-3*INT( (INT( (Y+INT( (M-9)/7) )/100)+1)/4)
+INT(275*M/9)+D+172l028.5

noon,

(This value includes a decimal day because Julian days begin at 12:00
~ hours UT.)
Next, calculate the variable T given by:
T=(JD-2415020)/36525

This value can be used to determine the sidereal time at Greenwich for
zero hours UT on the date in question. Consider the following equation:
S=0.2769l9398+l00.002l359*T+O.OOOOOl075*T**2
This equation gives sidereal time in revolutions and is valid only for
those values of T that correspond to zero hours UTe
In hours then, sidereal
time for zero hours UT Greenwich, is given by:
ST¢==24*FRACT(S)
Local sidereal time of observations is then given by:
LST=ST¢+UT*I.002738+LONG where LONG is the value of longitude expressed in
time. Values of LONG are negative west of Greenwich (e.g. 89OW=-5 h 56 m).
Once LST is known, and given the right ascension (RA) and declination
(DEC) of a celestial object it's easy to find its altitude (AL) and azimuth
(AZ). Making use of the hour angle (H), an auxiliary angle (A¢) , and
latitude (p), we have:
SIN(AL)=SIN(P)*SIN(DEC)+COS(PHI)*COS(DEC)*COS(H)
where H=LST-RA (both expressed in degrees, one hour corresponding to 15
degrees.) and
COS(A¢)+(SIN(DEC)-SIN(P)*SIN(AL»/(COS(P)*COS(AL»
-6-
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Carl Wenning
ISU Planetarium
Illinois tate Univ
Normal, IL. 61761
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Two
ticles appeared in Astronomy magazine in 1981 that are worthy of
note.
In October,
len Grasso of Cabril
College presented "New
for
an Old Planetarium.
He described how he now gets
audiences for
a 50-seat, A-3-P planetarium in which he is the only worker.
In the December issue, David Rodger, past irector of the Vancouver Planetarium, dis~
cussed the history
problems of pl
tariums. He noted how the film
media can portray
many special ef
beautifully, and argued that planetariums should be used
a way that shows them in the best possible light-to show the
from earth.

*********

****

Institute has
'rhe National
new telephone information service.
you will get
By calling (202)
to three minute recorded message
about the latest space related happenings
launches, landings, NSI events,
and pending space legislation. The serv
is available 24 hours a day,
with frequent updates.
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION offers membership
to all individuals in any way connected with the operation of Planetariums
regardless of geographical location. G.L.P.A. is an affiliate of the
International Planetarium Society, and the National Science Teachers
Association. Membership dues are $10 annually, payable at the time of the
Autumnal Equinox. General correspondence and requests for membership
should be addressed to: Mr. David E. Parker, Tipton Middle School, 817
S. Main St., Tipton, Indiana 46072
All GLPA members in good standing receive the quarterly "Newsletter".
Contributions and notices for the "Newsletter" should be sent to:
Carl J.
Wenning, ISU Planetarium, Physics Dept., Illinois State University, Normal,
Ill. 61761. Deadlines for contributions to the latest "Newsletter" fall
on Feb. 21st., May 21st., August 21st., and November 21st.

Printed and mailed from:
Elgin Observatory and Planetarium
School District U-46
4 S. Gifford S t.
Elgin, Ill. 60120

be

Associa tion
Pear
Univers

be one of the finest ever., Four very
be making presentations by special invitation.
, Science fiction writer Philip Jose
planetarian Donald S. Hall.
be presented by Dr. J. Allen Hynek. director of the
tudies.
Dr. Hynek, a world renowned UFOlogist,
1
"The
tarium
the UFO Question". John
te of the
Ancien
Institute will present "Native American Skylore" under
the planetarium stars.
Then for an encore, he will do actual "Storytelling Around the Campfire".
The setting will be
the roof
of an authentically reconstructed archaic house at night.
The Armand Spitz
Memorial Lecture will be presented by planetarian Donald S. Hall, director
of the Strasenburgh Planetarium o Rochester, New York. Don hasn't titled
his talk as of yet, but
us a "warm, witty, wonderful talk 0l'1 the
business". Author of the famed "Riverworld" series and a
dozen other science fiction thrillers,
Philip Jose Farmer
wil discuss "Science Fiction Extrapolation".
Included in the conference will be
at two different
a wide number of papers, and many other amenities characteristic of successful conferences.
This conference promises to be one of the
best. Make
now for attend
this annual meeting.
materials and additional information will be mailed in early August.

The 1982 International Planetarium Society conference will take place
July 26
30
Univers ty of British Columbia Conference Center Gage Residence.
Hosts of the proceedings
be the staff of the H. R.
MacMilla.n Planetarium in Vancouver, British columbia, CANADA.
The first
for papers has already
made. Al selected papers will be reResource Book for later distribution. A one paragraph abthe
for each
must be
in advance.
Delegate
tration fees mus be submitted in advance also.
The
cut off date for registration is July 1, 1982. This is a hard and firm
date.
No exceptions will be made.
Delegate registration will bot be
accepted at
conference.
Registration will be limited to 250.
Talks with MacMillan personnel reveal that none of the hoped for
featured speakers has made any firm commitment. At the time this article
was prepared the editor had no knowledge of who the
speakers
be.
aside, the conference should prove to be a good one.
Plenty of
exist to make this conference
in and of
itse f.
For last minute questions contact the MacMillan Planetarium at
(604) 736-4431.

********************
TIPS BOOKLET FOR 1983 GLPA-MAPS CONFERENCE
Gail Bouslog is editing a booklet on "Tips on Handling the
in
the 1
tarium".
Anyone wish
to make contributions, please send them
to
Gai Bouslog, Western High School. Russiav lle, IN 46979

**** ************

*

Phillips Petroleum has nine excellent ilms for schools.
These films,
Wi 1
come with informat on for use in
Solutions Bookings
• 708 3rd.
to
ing science
These
3

the NASA-Lewis
an eas
other

available for
with topics
Voyager Phonocassettes

are lesson plans and activities suitteachers'
assortment of materon
to you
reques ted.
programs are
include; The
Teacher pro-

available of all the different
but TRR requests
NASA has a
size).
You
Please
Teachers'

and Space Reports"
These short film

4

request

Teachers' Resource Room InforCenter, Attn:
),
Brookpark
and educational level of interest.

your

*******************

currently

plaster. and
both

The forced closure of the planetarium caused a major inconvenience for
many of the 80,000 person who visit the
annually. At the time of
closure the space center was "in the black"
and Triton administrators have every intention of seeing a replacement built.
The state of Illinois has approved
for a new 1.1 million
dollar structure. However. Governor James Thompson has frozen all new conwithin the state.
administrators hope for an
If all goes welL Triton College will sport a new
within the next year or so.
Plans calls for a 40 foot
dome, and seating for
Steve
be s
on at Triton to oversee
any new construction.

******************************
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being prepared for August 1-20, 1982.
travels
China,
visits to a wide
additional information contact
Village
la, CA 92037.

************
On March 27 D
conference. Doug

******

tarians met for their second annual
Joliet Jr. College hosted. Ten Illinois
under the 9. meter dome.
series
put the Spitz 5

titled Ii
view the
promore of
Jeff Hunt of

noon session consisted
grams and illusions. Jim
the programs
Aurora
discussed
Easter date, and another
lecture - demonstration
after a

gave a
session closed

********************
got

Three Indiana Planetarians, Dan Smith, Bob Ernst, and Art
to hold a
planetarium workshop
23 and 24th.
conference had several guest speakers. These included Dr. Michael
of
Ideas", Dr.
NASA's Ralph Winr ich
had
th,e
the

********************
one day
Topics of discussion
"Whoop-Dee-Dos"p
that the Mich·that reviews
astronomy instruction and other
Bob'
, would it serve a
ter program file similar to

***

*

1982 meeting of the Ohio section of GLPA was held in YoungsThe
3rd. Hosts for the conference were Warren Young and Robert
town on
Andress. Conferees saw several pI
urn presentations inc
"Planets
of Doom", "Wonders of the Universe", and "All Was Light". TWo observatories
were also open for inspection.
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Colurnbus, Ohio.
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audio g special effec
public relations show production basic electronics, etc
information g contact
Don Hall, S
lane tar
Box 1480, Rochester, NY 14603.
b

Ave. ,

********************
The Science Museum of
History of Science Fiction
from Phil Groce's "History
program,
with
effect movies from
of Minnesota e 30 East 10th

Minnesota has produced Space Fantasies: A
in Outer Space". The 30 minute show, adapted
of Science Fiction" is available for $300. The
from
of the constellations to the
Hollywood, is available from: The Science Museum
St., st. Paul, ~~ 5510 .

********************
IPS

soon.
accepted the post
y
the firs issue for 1982. The position for
chairman is still open. You may send materials for the "PLANETARIAN" to: Mr. Jordan Marche, Fleischmann Planetarium, University of
Nevada g Reno, NV 89557

*********************

If you are like everyone else you just love to get fre~ materials.
so if
materials
make
ittle bit easier.
The Illinois Department of Transportation
iation
Education Information
This newsletter comes out quarterly and is
It
contains information of interest to plane1m
, information concerning
To
put
the in forion of Aeronautics, Civil Air
Blvd. Room 400,

the
, CA 94
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accurate planetary ephemerids is no trivial
with the aide of a computer. The calculations are lengthy
The programming is as
as it is complex. But this
why
tarians can't have accurate forecasts of planetary
Bob Victor of
Planetarium pointed out
Emphemeris for 1950 to 2000
trologer's guide gives,
the sun, moon and
t
however.

other

are
the astrology. However,
eradicated than the first

is more eas
For instance, the
hours UT, is 9
to a celestial
0 0 , zero degrees Taurus
degrees Aries
etc.) The
t's declination is
on this
date.

for June 22, 1982 ¢
Zero degrees Libra corres, 16.2 minutes.
(Zero
, zero degrees Gemini = 60°,
as 3 degrees, 41.¢ minutes south

Now with celestial
and declination, how does one find the
corresponding coordinates - latitude and
ascension? I derived the
to do just that. To determine right ascension perform.
the following calculations. Calculate
angle B:
p

B = ASN (COS (LONG) * SIN(EPS)/COS(DEC))
where LONG is
tude, EPS is obI
calculation (all coordinates in text are
ation. With sufficient accuracy take
1950 .
The next

RA

will

for the date of the
DEC is decl

*

(YEAR -

.A. of the object in the correct

2*ATN (SIN(.5*(90-DEC-EPS) /(SIN(.5*(90-DEC+EPS))*
TAN (.5*(90-LONG-B))) - 90

RA and all other
are
sed in degrees. Because TAN is defined
for the interval to +
, a l l RA values will range from -270 0 to
To get positive values of RA in the correct quadrant, add 360 degrees
to the calculated value if it is less than zero. With these two equations
we get RA and have J....oNG and DEC. Now we can find celestial longitude BETA.
BETA = ASN (COS (EPS)*SIN(DEC) - SIN(EPS)*COS(DEC)*SIN(RA))
calculations will
ascension and celestial latitude
tude and declination. There are several ways of
positions. These wil be iscussed in future editions

Carl J.
ISU Planetarium

Director

***** ***** ** ** **
Jenzana is currently serv
as planetarium counselor for Zeiss.
He acts as sales
for the new medium-sized Zeiss projector.
For information concerning this new investment contact M.r. Jenzano at
37 Oakwood Dr.,
1
p
NC 27 14.
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by

requires such an ffect.
miniature
on and
to the back of your
, we present a very
super-

Materials and
needed are a Carousel
ector, 80 slide
tray, a
of thin opaque cardboard and a
knife to cut out the
two patterns shown full-size in Figure 1. A brute force
ector is also
needed to produce a galaxy image onto which the carousel supernovae are
After cutting out the two cardboard pieces. punch a dozen or more
holes in the square slide with a needle. Remove the slide retainer ring
from the slide tray and insert both cutout pieces into the same slot.
Whenever the effect is called for, advance the slide projector with the
lamp dimmed. Both cardboard
should then drop into place. A few
supernovae will appear when the
is turned up. Slowly lift
the revealer card. As it rises the
holes allow other superappear
before being occulted
When the revealer
out, all the supernovae are seen. The revealer can
lowered to reduce the number of visible novae. The orientation of the
holes prevents the awed viewer from
the effect of the revealer's motion.
A
may be encountered when both
of cardboard stick
and slide up together - reveal
an empty slide frame
This can be
cured .,by
away small slices along the vertical slides of the
revealer or by us
thinner cardboard. It may also
to switch the
order of the two
It usually works with either place in front,
but is worth
The Carousel projector must be, of course, accessible so the card
can be raised and lowered by hand, unless one wishes to motorize the
revealer itself.
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THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION offers membership opportunities
individuals in any way connected with the operation of Planetariums
of
location. G.L.P.A. is an affiliate of the
International Planetarium Society, and the National Science Teachers
dues are $10 annually, payable at the time of the
Autumnal
General correspondence and requests for membership
should be addressed to: Mr. Dav
E. Parker, Tipton Middle School. 817
S. Main St., Tipton, Indiana 46072
All GLPA members in good standing receive the quarterly "Newsletter".
Contributions and notices for the "Newsletter" should be sent to:
Carl J.
n~UH~U.~, ISU Planetarium, Physics Dept., Illinois State University, Normal,
IlL 6176. Deadlines for contributions to the latest "Newsletter" fall
on Feb. 2 t., May 21st .• August 21st., and November 21st.

Printed and mailed from:
Elgin Observatory and Planetarium
School District U-46
4 S. Gifford S t.
Ill. 60120
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